


Manta Pro Team Edition Boards

You asked for it and now you can get it! The ultra light, ultra stiff, top of the line racing 
board is here! The super- trick Manta Pro Team Edition offers no compromise for any racer.

New sizes for 2010 are the Manta 65 and 75. With the PWA pro tour requiring 3 boards and 
6 sails, the Tabou test team decided to ad some sizes to have all the bases covered. The 
Manta 64 is replaced with the 65- A little more volume to be able to handle lighter winds. 
The Manta 75 borrows features from the 79 and 69 and fits right in the middle. With the suc-
cess of the team, these boards are guaranteed to impress anyone that steps foot on them!

The complete Manta Pro Team Edition range of boards are now available with ultra trick 
Carbon- The 3K Carbon deck ads stiffness and takes the Manta to a new level. The space 
tech UD 80 bottom layup gives you a lightweight and very strong bottom that can take a 
beating without changing the shape of your board!   A new special SLX sandwich con-
struction has been developed specifically by Fabien Vollenweider to enable a lighter 
deck that gets the board to move faster and faster. The lightweight deck allows the board 
to trim higher and settle into top speed quicker than ever!
For those who want the best in the business, look no further than the 2010 Manta Pro Team 
Edition boards. 



Model Volume Length Width Weight* Box Fin Sail Size

Manta 65 100 l 233 cm 65 cm 5.9 kg Tuttle short - 6.0 - 8.0

Manta 69 110 l 233 cm 69 cm 6.1 kg Tuttle short - 6.7 - 8.4

Manta 75 115 l 233 cm 75 cm 7.1 kg Tuttle long - 7.0 - 9.0

Manta 79 125 l 233 cm 79 cm 7.2 kg Tuttle long - 7.6 - 9.3

Manta 85 135 l 233 cm 85 cm 7.7 kg Tuttle long - 7.6 - 10.0

* Estimated weights

TEAM RIDER COMMENT

“I know what it takes to win- I work hard for it everyday and am excited to 
get these boards on the racecourse in 2010!” Ross Williams



Manta Boards

If you want to pass your buddies, get on the magazine test winning Manta boards. Not 
only are they fast, they have great top end control, instant acceleration and everything 
else. A perfect freerace machine. If you want to win contests, look no further than this 
proven PWA winner. Ross Williams put himself in first place at the inaugural PWA event of 
the season- The Manta boards have proven themselves time and time again. 
Try one today!



Model Volume Length Width Weight* Box Fin Sail Size

Manta 49 63 l 222 cm 49 cm 5.0 kg Tuttle short - 4.0 - 6.7

Manta 54 74 l 237 cm 54 cm 5.6 kg Tuttle short - 4.5 - 6.7

Manta 59 II 86 l 233 cm 59 cm 5.9 kg Tuttle short - 5.0 - 7.6

Manta 65 100 l 233 cm 65 cm 6.3 kg Tuttle short - 6.0 - 8.0

Manta 69 110 l 233 cm 69 cm 6.4 kg Tuttle short - 6.7 - 8.4

Manta 75 115 l 233 cm 75 cm 7.2 kg Tuttle long - 7.0 - 9.0

Manta 79 125 l 233 cm 79 cm 7.3 kg Tuttle long - 7.6 - 9.3

Manta 85 135 l 233 cm 85 cm 7.9 kg Tuttle long - 7.6 - 10.0

* Estimated weights

FABIEN VOLLENWEIDER COMMENT 
(TABOU SHAPER)

“We put a lot of time and energy into the racing boards. The entire team is 
extremely motivated to keep going faster and faster. With all the testing we 
do around the world, we get a feel for what works and what doesn’t- seeing 
Ross win in Austria makes all the time spent in the shaping room well worth 
while!”



Manta FR Boards

The board many of you have been waiting for has arrived. We have taken the blazing fast 
Manta shapes and the superb Rocket LTD lay up and combined them into one board. The 
Manta FR.

If you are looking for ultimate speed and ease of use, you just found it. The Manta FR has 
the same rocker line as the race proven Manta. This guarantees the speed while the foot-
strap positions give you options to go further in to the center of the board for easier control 
and turning.  You can set the board up however you like - go blazing fast in the flat wa-
ter with your straps outboard or put them in for more radical conditions. A board with this 
many features allows you to dial in the perfect setting for what you need.

The outline remains the same as the Manta, construction is the same as the Rocket LTD 
and the graphics take on a stealth silver look. A G-10 fin is included from the T-Lab Fac-
tory- tested and ready to break all limits. Get your hands on the Manta FR today.



Model Volume Length Width Weight* Box Fin Sail Size

Manta FR 65 100 l 233 cm 65 cm 6.5 kg Tuttle short G 10 6.0 - 8.0

Manta FR 69 110 l 233 cm 69 cm 6.6 kg Tuttle short G 10 6.7 - 8.4

Manta FR 75 115 l 233 cm 75 cm 7.4 kg Tuttle long G 10 7.0 - 9.0

Manta FR 79 125 l 233 cm 79 cm 7.5 kg Tuttle long G 10 7.6 - 9.3

Manta FR 85 135 l 233 cm 85 cm 8.1 kg Tuttle long G 10 7.6 - 10.0

FABIEN VOLLENWEIDER COMMENT 
(TABOU SHAPER)

“For the special ride, we sought inspiration from the lengendary Manta to 
guarantee the board floats, glides and gets faster and faster like a raceboard 
is supposed to. The Manta FR range is without a doubt one board that every-
one will look for!”

* Estimated weights
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